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SAROJA DHANAPAL
Faculty of Law
University of Malaya
50603 Kuala Lumpur
MALAYSIA

Dear Corresponding Author,

PRELIMINARY DECISION ON MANUSCRIPT ID. JSSH-1533-2016

I am writing to you in reference to your article titled, “Prevention of Terrorism: An Initial Exploration of Malaysia’s Pota 2015” author(s): SAROJA DHANAPAL and JOHAN SHAMSUDDIN BIN Hj SABARUDDIN submitted for Peer-review on 07 April 2016 for intended publication in Journal of Social Sciences & Humanities (JSSH).

Your paper has been anonymously peer-reviewed by three referees competent in the specialized areas appropriate to your manuscript independently evaluating the scientific quality of the manuscript. Your manuscript is now under consideration for publication in our journal.

I am pleased to inform you that based on the clarity, technical approach and scientific validity presented; your paper is provisionally accepted for publication based on the comments provided by the reviewers.
An official acceptance letter will be sent to you once you have submitted your revised manuscript, and based on the merits of the paper as well as the editorial readiness of the manuscript, the final decision will be rendered by the Editor-in-Chief.

Thank you for your fine contribution and for considering Pertanika as your preferred journal. On behalf of the Editors of the JSSH, it would be a pleasure to look forward to your continued contributions to the Journal.

Sincerely,

DR. NAYAN DEEP S. KANWAL, Ph.D., FRSA, ABIM, AMIS.
Chief Executive Editor (Pertanika Journals)

C.C.

Prof Dr Mohd Shahwahid Othman, Editor-in-Chief
Pertanika Journal of Social Sciences and Humanities (JSSH)
Faculty of Economics and Management, UPM.